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Over The Garden Wall Volume 2
Based on the hit Cartoon Network miniseries created by Pat McHale, brand-new adventures await Greg and Jason Funderburker as they explore the uncharted depths of the Unknown, and pick up a few unusual friends along the way. On the other side of the forest, the Woodsman's daughter, Anna, begins her own journey and quickly learns what it
takes to survive on her own, especially once she's confronted by the Beast. Collects issues #1-4 of the Eisner Award-winning, ongoing series. Jim Campbell returns to write and illustrate Greg's latest travels through the Unknown, and Anna's story is brought to life by show co-writer Amalia Levari and artist Cara McGee.
Some good-for-nothin' varmints cut class in favor of a raft adventure.
"A complete tour through the development and production of the hit animated miniseries Over the Garden Wall, this volume contains hundreds of pieces of concept art and sketches"-Wirt and Greg take refuge in a mysterious woodland hospital in this brand new original graphic novel set in the world inspired by the Emmy® Award-winning Cartoon Network animated series, Over The Garden Wall. THE BEST MEDICINE IS FRIENDSHIP! Journey back to The Unknown as Wirt and Greg take refuge in a mysterious woodland hospital
known as Benevolent Sisters in Charity Infirmary & Asylum while their best friend Beatrice is forced to stay outside. But just as Writ and Greg are enjoying being pampered by these a-bit-too-friendly nurses, they discover there’s no other patients in the hospital - and they might never get to leave! It’s up to Beatrice to save the day - but what is the
horrible secret of the Benevolent Sisters? Discover a new story set in the world inspired by the Emmy® Award-winning Cartoon Network animated series, Over The Garden Wall from writer Sam Johns and series storyboard artist Jim Campbell.
Over The Garden Wall: Tome of the Unknown
Over the Garden Wall #9
Over the Garden Wall
The Art of Over the Garden Wall

Based on a Emmy Award-winning Cartoon Network miniseries, Wirt and Greg are brothers, lost in a strange and endless wood called the Unknown. To find their way home, they must make it through this eerie place, where their only guides are a sardonic bluebird named Beatrice,
and an elderly Woodsman. But as things become stranger and stranger, can they find their way out...alive? Written by the show creator Pat McHale (ADVENTURE TIME) and illustrated by show storyboarder Jim Campbell, OVER THE GARDEN WALL features tales that fill in the blanks
of the critically acclaimed miniseries, making it an essential companion for your own journey into the Unknown!
Greg and Wirt follow a band of musical forest animals who are parading around the woods.
Greg stumbles into a town of fashionable pigeons, while Wirt searches for his brother in the woods.
THE SHOW MUST GO ON! Greg, Wirt, and Beatrice are ready for a break from the danger and excitement of their journeys through The Unknown. Luckily, they stumble upon a quaint little town full of theaters and stages but no players or musicians, leaving it mercifully quiet...
but maybe a little too quiet. When a charming young woman offers Greg and Wirt the roles of a lifetime in the play at her family theater, as well as a place to stay, they decide to audition for the production and test out their acting chops. But who exactly are the three
stage sisters running the show and where is everyone else in the town? Writer Birdie Willis and artist Rowan MacColl present a new story set in the world inspired by the Emmy® Award-winning Cartoon Network animated series, Over The Garden Wall. Collects Over The Garden
Wall: Soulful Symphonies #1-5.
Over the Garden Wall #3
Over the Garden Wall: Soulful Symphonies #1
Atlas Shrugged
Over the Garden Wall #20
Venture into the Unknown! A complete tour through the development and production of the Emmy-winning animated miniseries Over the Garden Wall, this volume contains hundreds of pieces of concept art and sketches, and a comprehensive look at the show’s breathtaking production art. From the original Tome of the Unknown: Harvest Melody pilot, through each of the episodes, and beyond, take a strange and wonderful
journey with Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice. Learn how the award-winning backgrounds were created, see animation storyboards, and even take a behind-the-scenes look at the production of the Mondo vinyl soundtrack and “For Sara” mix tape, as well as the ongoing Boom! Studios comics. Sean Edgar guides the tour, which includes commentary from creators Patrick McHale and Nick Cross. “I’m so happy Sean and Dark Horse got this
book to happen! It’s been really interesting going through all my old sketchbooks, notes, and file folders in search of lost bits and pieces from the show’s development,” said Patrick McHale. “This handsome volume will contain a nice mixture of beautiful drawings and paintings from the series, amusing anecdotes about the process, unseen and unused artwork that didn’t make the final cut, other mysterious odds and ends, and a
whole lot of horrible ugly early development sketches that should inspire people to say, ‘Hey, I could do better than that!’”
Final issue! This is a prequel to the Cartoon Network animated series. Before the woodsman was busy chasing after the beast, he lived in the woods with his daughter. The day she disappeared was when the woodsman's journey began.
“The Shiny Car in the Night” by Nick Mamatas has been selected for inclusion in The Best American Mystery Stories 2013, edited by Otto Penzler and Lisa Scottoline "There is plenty of mayhem for fans of dark fiction in the pages of Long Island Noir: shootings, killings, all manner of brutality...Suburbia may be even meaner than the big city." --The New York Times "Akashic’s Long Island volume in its regional noir series offers an
eclectic and effective mix of seasoned pros (Reed Farrel Coleman, Tim McLoughlin, Sarah Weinman) and new voices (Qanta Ahmed, JZ Holden, Amani Scipio). The 17 contributors portray a wonderful diversity of people driven to extremes . . ." --Publishers Weekly Original stories by: Jules Feiffer, Matthew McGevna, Nick Mamatas, Kaylie Jones, Qanta Ahmed, Charles Salzberg, Reed Farrel Coleman, Tim McLoughlin, Sarah
Weinman, JZ Holden, Richie Narvaez, Sheila Kohler, Jane Ciabattari, Steven Wishnia, Kenneth Wishnia, Amani Scipio, and Tim Tomlinson. Kaylie Jones moved to Sagaponack, New York, in 1975, where her family continued to live for more than thirty years. She is the author of five novels, including A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries and the memoir Lies My Mother Never Told Me. She teaches in the MFA program at Stony Brook
Southampton and in the Wilkes University low-residency MFA program in professional writing.
After fleeing The Outsiders' company, Wirt stumbles upon hungry buzzards who agree to give him information on Greg's whereabouts in exchange for some renovation work on the place previously known as Pigeon Town.
Over the Garden Wall: Soulful Symphonies #3
Over the Garden Wall: Tome of the Unknown #4
Over the Garden Wall Special Issue 1
Over the Garden Wall #7
Two brothers, Wirt and Greg, find themselves lost in the Unknown, a strange forest adrift in time. With the help of a shadowy Woodsman and an ill-tempered bluebird named Beatrice, they travel through the foggy land hoping to find their way home and encountering all manner of adventures along the way.
When they mysteriously wake up back home from being lost in the Unknown, brothers Greg and Wirt have to help their friend Beatrice--a talking bluebird--return safely before anyone realizes she can talk. When Greg and Wirt make it back home from the Unknown, their victory is bittersweet when they realize Beatrice came as well. Now, it’s up to them to help Beatrice return safely to the Unknown before anyone
realizes she can talk. As the brothers juggle keeping Beatrice’s secret safe as Sara expresses a newfound interest in Greg, only Beatrice notices something sinister lurking in the shadows… The Eisner Award-winning series goes further into the Unknown with this all-new original story by Eisner Award-winning writer Jonathan Case (Green River Killer: a True Detective Story) and Eisner Award-winning Over the
Garden Wall artist Jim Campbell.
Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have
to fight his battles not against his enemies but against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this book. You will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless playboy...why a great steel
industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the
poetry and power of one of the twentieth century’s leading artists.
Greg follows Jason Funderburker down a mysterious alley and makes new friends along the way, and Anna receives a mysterious message.
Over the Garden Wall #1
Over the Garden Wall #19
The Encyclopaedia Britannica
Over the Garden Wall: Hollow Town
Originally published in single magazine form as Over the Garden Wall Ongoing #5-8.
Wirt and Greg try to take a shortcut in the Unknown with some unexpected consequences.
It’s not all laughter and peanuts for Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice when they stumble upon a circus in the Unknown. What starts as good fun quickly becomes a dangerous situation when the Ringmaster sets his eyes on Beatrice to be his next star attraction. Wirt and Greg must work together with past-his-prime Strongman Frederico and down-in-the-dumps clown Paola to infiltrate the circus and rescue Beatrice. Join Eisner Award-winning writer
Jonathan Case (Before Tomorrowland) and newcomer artist John Golden (Boneman) as the Eisner Award-winning Over the Garden WallTM series continues its journey into the Unknown with this all-new original story!
Over the Garden Wall is now an ongoing series! In this kickoff issue, Wirt and Greg might have escaped the Beast's grasp and made it out of the Unknown, but some things can't be forgotten. Greg returns to Dreamland at night, where the silly creatures who live there help him on his adventures. Then, dive back into the early days in the Unknown where young Anna, the daughter of the Woodsman, must learn to survive in the woods on her own.
Over the Garden Wall #11
Over the Garden Wall #4
Over the Garden Wall: Tome of the Unknown #3
Over the Garden Wall #5

Journey with Greg and Wirt, along with a whole host of fantastical critters and creatures, as they navigate the deep and dark corners of the Unknown. Both touching and terrifying, there’s no telling what kind of adventures they’ll find.
When Wirt seeks work to replace Greg’s lost shoe, Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice stumble upon the seemingly pleasant Hollow Town inhabited by wooden doll people more sinister than they first appear. When Greg loses a shoe, Wirt must find a way to replace it, and fast if they want to avoid a repeat of the summer camp splinter incident. Luckily,
it’s not long before they stumble upon Hollow Town, a hamlet populated entirely by wooden doll people, where Wirt finds work as a babysitter for the enigmatic Mrs. Clemence. However, the longer they stay in Hollow Town, the more it becomes clear that Hollow Town holds a sinister secret… The Emmy Award-winning series continues further
into the Unknown with this brand-new Over the Garden Wall graphic novel. Join writer Celia Lowenthal (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Fairies) and artist Jorge Monlongo (Adventure Time Comics) on a new adventure-filled journey with Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice.
Originally published in single magazine form in 2014 as Over the Garden Wall Special #1 and in 2015 as Over the Garden Wall #1-4.
Greg meets the Old Man of the Mountain, and sings him a tune. Meanwhile, Wirt is named the Chief of Gothic Fashion, and a surprise guest from home appears!
Over the Garden Wall: Circus Friends
The Raven
Over the Garden Wall: Benevolent Sisters of Charity OGN
Over The Garden Wall Original Graphic Novel: Distillatoria
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any
marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
An adventure in the day of a mysterious fishing fish, who seems to fish up far more trouble than the average fisher fish.
Greg ties to avoid a haunted river's curse, and Anna makes a friend in the woods.
The Eisner Award-winning series continues! Wirt and Greg find themselves at a crossroads in the Unknown where each brother has to take his own path, but something sinister is on their trail. Collects issues #5-8.
Over the Garden Wall Vol. 1
Over the Garden Wall 2017 Special
A Dictionary Of Arts, Sciences, Literature And General Information (Volume Xx) Ode To Payment Of Members
Over The Garden Wall: Hollow Town
Meet Pooree the Elephant, a new student in Miss Langtree's class.
Join half-brothers Wirt and Greg as they experience the fantastical world that is found in the Unknown. The Eisner Award-winning series continues with a collection of stories from Over the Garden Wall storyboarder Jim Campbell, Danielle Burgos, Cara McGee (Clarence), and Kiernan Sjursen-Lien. Don’t miss the ongoing
adventures based on the Emmy Award-winning show from Cartoon Network. Collects issues #13-16.
While traveling through an abandoned town in the Unknown, Greg’s singing catches the attention of a mysterious young woman named Sophie who requests the song as a gift. Greg gives her the song, and in exchange, Sophie leads the group to an old theater where her family convinces the boys to audition for their new
play! Suspicious, Beatrice warns Greg and Wirt about the mysterious circumstances, Wirt almost sides with her—until she also says that Wirt would probably be a terrible main lead anyway. Determined to prove her wrong, Wirt decides to stay. After all... the show must go on.
Quincy and Marguerite try increasingly zany ideas to help out their failing tea business!
Over the Garden Wall #8
OVER THE GARDEN WALL
The Art of Over the Garden Wall Limited Edition
Over the Garden Wall: Soulful Symphonies

Beatrice uncovers the truth behind the theatre, but is discovered and captured before she can tell the brothers! Will they be able to find her in time, or will the show go on?
When Greg loses a shoe, Wirt must find a way to replace it, and fast if they want to avoid a repeat of the summer camp splinter incident. Luckily, it’s not long before they stumble upon Hollow Town, a hamlet populated entirely by wooden doll people, where Wirt finds work as a babysitter for the enigmatic Mrs. Clemence. However, the longer they stay in Hollow Town, the more it becomes clear that
Hollow Town holds a sinister secret... The Emmy Award-winning series continues further into the Unknown with this brand-new Over the Garden Wall graphic novel. Join writer Celia Lowenthal (Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Fairies) and artist Jorge Monlongo (Adventure Time Comics) on a new adventure-filled journey with Wirt, Greg, and Beatrice.
Il Decameron
Long Island Noir
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